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Abstract. In this review, the use of x-ray computed tomography (XCT) is examined, 
identifying the requirement for volumetric dimensional measurements in industrial verification 
of additively manufactured (AM) parts. The XCT technology and AM processes are 
summarised, and their historical use is documented. The use of XCT and AM as tools for 
medical reverse engineering is discussed, and the transition of XCT from a tool used solely for 
imaging to a vital metrological instrument is documented. The current states of the combined 
technologies are then examined in detail, separated into porosity measurements and general 
dimensional measurements. In the conclusions of this review, the limitation of resolution on 
improvement of porosity measurements and the lack of research regarding the measurement of 
surface texture are identified as the primary barriers to ongoing adoption of XCT in AM. The 
limitations of both AM and XCT regarding slow speeds and high costs, when compared to 
other manufacturing and measurement techniques, are also noted as general barriers to 
continued adoption of XCT and AM. 
Keywords: x-ray computed tomography, additive manufacture, metrology 
1. Introduction 
A summary of recent research on the use of x-ray computed tomography (XCT) as a volumetric 
measurement tool for additive manufacturing (AM) is presented in this review. This introductory 
section details the principles behind XCT for AM, and examines the historical use of XCT for this 
purpose. 
 
During the design of manufactured components, it is important to define tolerances for each feature in 
order to ensure that the part conforms to specifications (for example, using the geometrical product 
specification defined by the International Organization for Standardization [1]). In manufacturing, a 
tolerance is defined as the “difference between the upper and lower tolerance limits”, where tolerance 
limits are “specified values of the characteristic giving upper and/or lower bounds of the permissible 
value” [2]. In order to verify that a feature on a manufactured component is within the defined 
tolerance, some form of measurement is needed. As will be discussed in section 1.2, AM provides 
freedom of design that is generally infeasible by other manufacturing methods, particularly regarding 
the creation of complex internal features that are inaccessible to well-established measurement tools. 
AM parts require verification as do those produced by any other manufacturing process, and as such 
XCT is currently the best method of measurement for these internal features due to the volumetric 
nature of the XCT process. XCT is, however, not yet as firmly established as a measurement tool  
compared to other methods of dimensional metrology, and so research regarding various aspects of the 
technology is still required to enable XCT to become an industrially relevant technology [3]. As AM 
and XCT have recently become more viable as methods of production and measurement, respectively, 
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instances over time of their combined use, as well as the future work required to further establish both 
technologies, will be discussed in this review. 
1.1 The principles of x-ray computed tomography 
X-ray computed tomography is a method of forming three-dimensional (3D) representations of an 
object by taking many x-ray images around an axis of rotation and using algorithms to reconstruct a 
3D model [4, 5]. Three main methods of XCT have been developed over time and each development 
iteration has increased the speed of data collection. The first XCT method uses a pencil beam of x-rays 
translated linearly opposite an x-ray detector to capture density data along each beam. The scanner is 
then rotated by a small increment and the process repeated until data from a full 360° arc are acquired. 
The second method uses a two-dimensional (2D) fan of x-rays, spanning the full width of the object, 
with a one-dimensional (1D) detector array that corresponds to the outer edges of the fan beam. The 
third method utilises a full 3D cone of x-rays with a 2D detector. For the pencil beam scanner, the x-
ray source and detector translate linearly to cover a slice in the xy plane. The source and detector then 
move by a small increment in the z plane, relative to the object being measured, and the process is 
repeated. For the fan beam scanner, a full slice of the object is irradiated at any instant, whilst the cone 
beam scanner irradiates the whole object throughout the scan. Each scan method moves through 360° 
to acquire data for the whole object. Early x-ray detection utilised scintillation detectors with 
photomultiplier tubes, while more recent technological advances allow the use of element-based 
charge-coupled devices (CCDs) for detection [6]. Figure 1 illustrates each of the methods of XCT. It 
should also be noted that when performing XCT measurements the quality of the image, i.e. the 
resolution and contrast of the image, is the primary concern. In relation to the image quality, there are 
always trade-offs that should be considered when performing XCT measurements. Because of the 
nature of XCT and the reliance on x-ray penetration of the scanned object (or field of view), an 
increase in the size of the object being measured has the associated effect of decreasing the resolution 
of the image by reducing the maximum possible magnification of the scan. Reducing the 
magnification therefore increases the size of the scan voxels and so decreases the image quality. High 
density materials are also more difficult to measure than low density materials due to the lower x-ray 
penetration, and so object size is also limited by the material density as in order to achieve a reliable 
contrast, longer exposure times must be used. It is therefore often the case that in XCT scanning, in 
order to improve the image quality, a small piece of the scanned object, or a reference coupon with 
similar properties to the object, is measured in place of the whole object. It is possible to improve scan 
quality in this manner, but this method carries the disadvantage that the actual object of interest is not 
the object that is scanned, and so results can be skewed. 
 
 Figure 1. Schematics of pencil, fan and cone beam XCT methods, respectively. In this diagram, the 
fan beam image depicts a curved detector while the cone beam image depicts a flat panel detector, it 
should be noted that curved and flat panel detector arrays can be used in each instance [6]. 
Once data has been collected using one of the methods outlined above, the data are processed by a 
computer system that performs a reconstruction using the acquired x-ray intensity readings for each of 
the detector elements. These intensity readings result from the summation of individual linear 
attenuation coefficients along a vector through the measurand from the x-ray source to the detector 
element. Using these values, the computer builds up individual slice images, which can then be 
stacked into a 3D reconstruction [6]. The resulting 3D reconstruction can then be used for a variety of 
applications, from simple visualisation purposes to direct measurement of geometries or conversion 
into an .STL (STereoLithography) file [7] for AM production. 
1.2 Additive manufacturing processes 
AM, also known popularly as “3D printing” [8], is the process of joining materials to make objects 
from computer-aided design (CAD) data, usually layer upon layer. This is in comparison to subtractive 
manufacturing processes such as machining from billet, or formative processes such as forging or die-
casting [9]. Over recent years, AM has been developed into an industrially viable technology in itself.  
AM was first conceived in 1986 by Chuck Hull [10], with his invention of the stereolithography 
process, and has since developed into a wide and highly versatile range of manufacturing processes. 
Seven process families exist within the wider bracket of AM as defined by the American Society for 
Testing and Material (ASTM) [8] and are outlined here for clarity: 
 Vat photopolymerization: selective layer by layer photopolymerization of a vat of liquid 
photopolymer resin, e.g. stereolithography (SLA), two-photon lithography. 
 Powder bed fusion: selective layer by layer fusion of a bed of powdered material, e.g. 
selective laser melting (SLM, metals), electron beam melting (EBM, metals), direct metal 
laser sintering (DMLS, metals), selective laser sintering (SLS, polymers and ceramics). 
 Material extrusion: selective layer by layer extrusion of material through a nozzle e.g. fused 
deposition modelling (FDM, polymers). 
 Material jetting: selective layer by layer deposition of liquid material droplets onto a substrate 
where it then solidifies, e.g. inkjetting, metaljetting (various materials). 
 Binder jetting: selective layer by layer deposition of liquid binder droplets into a bed of 
powdered material, e.g. 3D printing (polymers and ceramics). 
 Sheet lamination: Selective cutting of material sheets that are laminated together to form 3D 
geometries e.g. laminated object manufacture (LOM, various materials). 
 Directed energy deposition: Selective deposition of material fed into an energy source to form 
a melt pool, usually mounted on a multi axis arm, e.g. direct metal deposition (DMD), laser 
engineered net shaping (LENS, also metals). 
 
AM techniques offer a range of benefits when compared to conventional manufacturing processes. 
The primary benefit offered by AM is the huge freedom of design offered by the various additive 
processes. This benefit means that geometries that were previously impossible to produce using 
existing machining techniques are now capable of being built using additive techniques. This is 
because AM does not have the requirement for tool access that hinders most machining techniques [8]. 
The tool access requirement has for example previously been a problem when creating tooling for 
injection moulding applications, as the construction of conformal cooling channels was previously 
prevented by the straight line limitations of drilling operations [11]. Given the nature of additive 
processes, AM also allows for small production runs when compared to technologies such as injection 
moulding, as there is no tooling cost associated with producing new parts [8].  
 
As with any manufacturing technology, however, there are limitations to AM processes, and much 
work is currently being undertaken to reduce these. For example, when compared to injection 
moulding or computer numeric control (CNC) machining, AM processes are universally slower by 
orders of magnitude. An injection moulded part that may be completed within seconds may take 
several hours to fabricate using comparable additive techniques, while high-speed CNC processes are 
capable of material subtraction rates far in excess of the material addition rates of the fastest AM 
techniques [8]. There are also limitations in regards to available materials, as only a relatively small 
library of suitable materials for the fabrication of AM parts exists. In addition, dimensional accuracy is 
a significant problem in AM technologies, as typical accuracies for industrial processes are in the 
range of a few tens of micrometres [8], far below the nanometre resolutions now possible using ultra-
precision machining [12]. It should be noted that some micro-additive processes are capable of 
accuracy in the range of a few micrometres, but these processes are only currently capable of 
producing relatively small parts and, therefore, are restricted in their application [13]. 
 
In terms of industrial applications, the processes used in today’s manufacturing sector include vat 
photopolymerization and material extrusion processes (primarily used for prototyping and modelling), 
as well as various powder bed fusion processes (now used to produce polymer and metal parts for end 
use). In recent times, inkjetting for the fabrication of 3D parts has also begun to gain traction as a 
credible industrial method, due to its scalability and multi-material part production [14]. This review 
focusses primarily on the industrial applications of the technology and so naturally focusses on these 
techniques. Figure 2 explains diagrammatically how parts are produced using these methods. It should 
also be noted that although material extrusion (e.g. FDM) is now commonly used in prototype and part 
production, this review will not focus on this additive method. This is because while material 
extrusion as a technology is of great interest in a number of industrial applications as primarily a rapid 
prototyping technology, other AM technologies are now capable of producing higher resolution parts 
with improved densities and mechanical properties [8]. As such, material extrusion does not feature 
heavily in the newest research surrounding the use of XCT in AM and so has been less heavily 
examined than other AM processes in this review. Furthermore, as other techniques offer higher 
precision as well as the potential for much more complex printed parts; therefore having a stronger 
link to XCT dimensional metrology, material extrusion is of less interest in this review. 
 
 Figure 2. Schematic diagrams depicting the processes of SLM, SLA and inkjetting respectively [8].  
2. Historical overview of XCT and AM 
XCT and AM were first jointly used in a medical context, to reverse engineer a model of a skull in 
1990 [15]. Since this first use, there have been many developments in medicine using XCT and AM to 
produce increasingly complex models as well as implants for animal and human patients. This paper 
focusses on the industrial use of XCT and AM and so details of medical use will not be examined. A 
review of XCT and AM in medical modelling can be found in reference [16].  
2.1 History pre-1995 
The very early use of AM and XCT was in a medical modelling context, and as such, although an 
increasing array of studies involving the reverse engineering of organs were published, very little AM 
and XCT was performed in a non-medical engineering context. Ashley’s editorial in the popular 
Mechanical Engineering magazine [17] allows insight into the use of XCT in AM at the time; 
outlining processes and discussing the then recent papers. The editorial mentioned the potential use of 
AM parts as implants and prostheses, as well as in surgical planning, indicating the direction that 
technologies were moving at the time. 
2.2 History 1995 to 2005 
Throughout the early 1990s, the use of AM and XCT increased rapidly, resulting in a plethora of 
published research featuring an increasing array of AM and XCT technologies. Whilst remaining 
primarily a method of reverse engineering for medical modelling, the technologies began to expand 
during these years as XCT and AM resolutions improved. As such, studies involving the use of XCT 
as an inspection tool for manufactured parts began to be published. The first example of a quantitative 
measurement of an XCT/AM part was performed in 1997, in a paper by Berry et al. [18] that 
compared measurements performed on SLS models to measurements performed on the source XCT 
data. The authors concluded that models were in good dimensional agreement (±0.5 mm) with the 
XCT source data. It should be noted, however, that initial builds showed a part much larger than 
expected due to an error in communication that the authors did not explain, which was accounted for 
by scaling of the measured values; a method which cannot be seen as an accurate comparison of 
measurements. It was clear from this study that the SLS technology represented a viable method of 
production of accurate orthopaedic models. During the latter half of the 1990s, the first industrially-
focussed papers were published, improving AM technology and examining case studies of the first 
industrial end-use parts. For example, in 1995 Jamieson and Hacker [19] investigated sliced contours 
as an input to AM machines in comparison to STL files, noting that production of these files is 
possible directly from XCT data. The authors concluded that direct sliced CAD models are often 
preferable for additive use in manufacture over the STL standard. The first industrial case study [20] 
used SLS to form sand casts for production of an engine cylinder head. XCT was then used on the cast 
part to examine porosities produced using the casting process, concluding that this method of porosity 
examination was useful for rudimentary detection of pores (see figure 3).  
 
  
Figure 3. Examples of an XCT slice of an aluminium sand cast engine cylinder head and of porosities 
found when producing parts by this method. The authors note the sharp definition of internal cavities 
as a result of the relatively high SLS accuracy. Images reproduced from reference [20]. 
2.3 History 2005 to 2010 
The 2005 to 2010 period showed an increase in the use of XCT for measurement of AM parts, 
specifically using XCT as a pore measurement tool. During this time, authors began to measure 
overall porosity through calculation of the ratio of the number of voxels representing pores to the 
number voxels representing solid material in an XCT scan [21], as well as performing dimensional 
measurements of individual pores using the method presented by Hildebrand and Rüsegger in 1997 
[22]. Hildebrand and Rüsegger detailed a method of depicting complex spatial structures (i.e. pores) 
through distance transformations, using XCT data. Regarding overall porosity measurement, examples 
of this use can be found elsewhere [23-31] for a variety of AM purposes, such as: assessment of 
osseointegration potential, AM process comparisons, CAD/as-built comparisons, and general 
characterisation of tissue scaffolds and similar porous structures. The authors of references [23-31] 
also commonly performed more established characterisation methods such as scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) imaging and mechanical testing in conjunction with XCT porosity measurements, 
adding the XCT as a complementary technique. The 2008 paper by Heinl [24] also represents an 
example of the use of the aforementioned Hildebrand and Rüsegger method of pore diameter 
measurement [22]. In the 2010 paper by Kerckhofs et al. [31], the authors provide further novel use of 
XCT data alongside mechanical performance data to map strain at different loads in porous Ti-6Al-4V 
structures, in order to correlate structural and mechanical characteristics. 
2.4 History 2010 to 2014  
Metrological research progressed during this time, increasingly focussing on using XCT for porosity 
quantification and measurement of individual pores, as well as direct dimensional measurement of part 
geometry. As a now well-established technique for measurement of porosity (or conversely density) 
through comparison of empty to filled voxels [21], XCT was used between 2010 and 2014 by authors 
covering a wide range of research areas [32-46]. Furthermore, some of these authors [32, 34, 39] 
compared XCT porosity data to values gained using other methods, most notably the Archimedes 
method (outlined in reference [34]). These studies, which examined metals, generally found that for 
metals the Archimedes method is capable of producing substantially more accurate and precise 
porosity values than through the use of XCT alone, and that porosity values gained via the Archimedes 
method were systematically larger than via XCT. Spierings et al. [34] specifically addressed this 
discrepancy and attributed it to the loss of data from small pores due to the relatively poor resolution 
of XCT data, noting the effect to be particularly prevalent in highly dense parts. The authors also 
compared their findings to SEM micrographs, which gave porosity values similar to those gained 
using the Archimedes method for highly dense parts, but displayed substantially more variation. As a 
result of these findings, a number of subsequent studies used the Archimedes method as the sole 
porosity measurement [47, 48]. The Archimedes method currently remains the most appropriate 
method for porosity evaluation of metals in future studies, as XCT data is not yet comparably accurate. 
The Archimedes method of porosity measurement is possible because although the method technically 
measures density, it is usually possible for metals to translate the obtained density into a porosity 
value, as the bulk density of the metal is usually well known. It should be noted however, that in the 
case of polymer parts, the part density commonly varies dependent on the polymer microstructure (i.e.  
amorphous versus crystalline phases) and so the bulk density of AM polymers is often not well known 
as the microstructure depends upon the processing of the part [49, 50]. 
 
A number of authors during this period also examined the porosity of SLS polymer parts using XCT 
[33, 37, 44, 45]. The results of these studies differed in their findings compared to those examining 
metal parts, in that the Archimedes measurements used by some of these authors were not found to be 
as similarly accurate as found in the papers discussed above. For example, Rüsenberg et al. [33] 
compared Archimedes, XCT and gas pycnometer (i.e. measuring displaced gas) porosity 
measurements, reporting lower porosities with larger uncertainties from the Archimedes 
measurements that from the pycnometer measurements. Compared to the Archimedes measurements, 
XCT measurements reported lower porosities again, but this was attributed to the fact that the XCT 
samples were taken from the centre of the sample bulk, while more pores were concentrated near the 
edges of the part. Dupin et al. [37] similarly measured the density of SLS processed polyamide 12 
using the same three methods, again reporting higher closed porosities using the Archimedes method 
when compared to XCT. In this study however, the authors attributed this difference to an 
overestimation of the closed porosity by Archimedes measurements because of the degree of 
crystallinity of the processed polymer having a higher density than the density of the powder measured 
by pycnometry. 
 
The aforementioned studies ([32, 34, 39]) note that the Archimedes method is incapable of providing 
any information about the internal part geometry beyond an overall porosity, and so XCT has 
continued to be used for dimensional pore measurement and internal defect detection [34, 35, 39, 40, 
42, 46, 47]. In addition to the measurement of pore morphology, XCT also allows visualisation of pore 
distribution within parts. In the paper by Léonard et al. [51] for example, the authors studied the 
formation of elongated pores in EBM parts, correlating to intentionally misaligned overlap regions 
between contour and hatched sections within parts. Similarly, Attar et al. [48] examined crack 
formation due to pores and unsintered powder in SLM titanium parts, using XCT to examine pore 
distribution. 
 
This period saw a rise in the use of XCT as an inspection tool for part and process verification [52, 
53], and as a dimensional measurement tool. As examples of dimensional measurements, the authors 
of a number of the aforementioned studies used XCT for the measurement of lattice structure feature 
sizes in addition to porosity. The authors of these papers also increasingly presented measurement 
uncertainties and the related influence factors alongside measurement data; not a practice often seen in 
previous medically focussed references [35, 38]. A further example of XCT use for dimensional 
measurement can be found in the paper by Fukuda et al. [54], where the authors investigated the ideal 
scaffold pore size for generating bone ingrowth by simulating pores with varying size channels and 
subsequently measuring the channel dimensions by XCT. Similarly, Van der Stok et al. [55] used XCT 
following the implantation of bone scaffolds into mice, to periodically measure the volume of 
integrated bone, as well as to initially verify implant placement. 
 
During this period, a series of publications by Pyka et al. [38, 43, 56-58] pioneered the use of XCT 
data as a method of analysing surface texture, through extraction of surface texture parameters from 
XCT data. In a 2010 paper by Pyka et al. [56], the authors highlighted the difficulties in the 
measurement of surfaces in porous 3D structures by traditional methods, and so defined a protocol for 
XCT roughness measurement by generating profiles from 2D XCT slices. The authors measured SLM 
Ti-6Al-4V struts using XCT and validated the method by comparison with interferometric 
measurements. Texture parameters generated using both methods were shown to be similar and 
differences in roughness between the tops and bottoms of struts were identified by the authors. It 
should be noted, however, that Pyka et al. presented preliminary results; roughness parameters were 
quoted generally without filtration, uncertainty or confidence intervals, which is not in line with good 
practice for the generation of surface texture parameters [59]. Kerckhofs et al. [57] rigorously 
compared the surface parameters Pa, Pq and Pt of porous Ti-6Al-4V samples, measured using optical, 
contact and XCT methods. The data showed XCT measurements to be accurate and robust for micro-
scale roughness, whilst sub-micrometre measurement was stated to be currently impossible. Pa values 
for rough surfaces (5 m to 30 m) were statistically similar for each technique, although optical 
measurements gave higher values on rougher samples due to data dropout from the presence of steep 
slopes (i.e. lower accuracy compared to the XCT technique). Pa values for low roughness surfaces 
(<1 m) were overestimated using the XCT technique and the data were highly affected by noise. 
Measurements of porous structures showed no differences between internal and external struts when 
top and bottom values were averaged, implying successful roughness measurement throughout the 
volume. The authors clearly discussed caveats of the technique regarding poor resolution, although did 
not perform any filtering of the extracted profiles (to gain texture parameters, as is common practice) 
and did not explain why this was not performed. Figure 4 illustrates the method of profile extraction 
from XCT data (from reference [57]). This method of parameter extraction was then applied in further 
papers by Pyka et al. [38, 58] and Van Bael et al. [43]. In the papers by Pyka et al., the authors used 
the technique to compare scaffold strut surface primary profiles after various surface finishing 
processes, while Van Bael et al. used the technique to study strut surfaces for in vitro applications. It 
should be stressed, however, that whilst the development of this technique holds promise for future 
surface measurements, the data gained are of poor resolution in comparison to established surface 
measurement methods, and the parameters obtained for surface texture measurement are now in the 
process of being supplanted by other methods of surface metrology [60]. Development of the Pyka et 
al. method, therefore, represents a stimulating research challenge for future work. 
 
 
Figure 4. An XCT image used in the measurement of surface texture parameters, with a binarised 
version of the slice and the extracted profiles. Scale = 200 m. Image reproduced from [57]. 
As XCT technology by 2010 represented a viable metrological tool, this period also saw the 
publication of a review article summarising the industrial use of the technology up until this point. In 
this review, Kruth et al. [4] studied the use of XCT for dimensional quality control, including traceable 
dimensional measurements and tolerance verification. The review outlined the principles of XCT 
metrology, highlighting various data acquisition strategies as well as problems associated with scatter, 
beam hardening and edge detection (see reference [6]). The authors studied test cases and explained 
the use of XCT in internal feature metrology, as well as in combining dimensional quality control with 
material quality control. Kruth et al. finally highlighted the remaining work on enlarging the 
applicability of XCT metrology in the areas discussed. This review also noted the lack of reference 
objects for the purpose of XCT verification and calibration, and presented a number of reference 
objects proposed for this purpose. In the subsequent presentation by Carmignato et al. [61] and in the 
related paper by Carmignato [62], the authors elaborated upon the Kruth et al. review, summarising 
methods of accuracy evaluation of XCT dimensional measurements. Carmignato [62] also discussed 
performance verification and traceability establishment methods, noting the importance of XCT for 
measurement of AM parts. The authors further discussed the results from the first international XCT 
comparison of four proposed reference objects (see figure 5). In his paper, Carmignato concluded that 
there is a need for standards regarding performance verification and traceability, in order for XCT to 
be accepted as a metrological tool. 
 
 
Figure 5. Reference objects used in the international XCT comparison, from left to right: CT 
tetrahedron, pan flute gauge, calotte cube and QFM cylinder. Image reproduced from [62]. 
The 2011 paper by Kiekens et al. [63] similarly presented initial work into using XCT for metrological 
purposes, investigating the influence of workpiece orientation, magnification, edge detection and 
calibration on measurement accuracy and repeatability using a test artefact (see figure 6). The artefact 
illustrated the use of co-ordinate measuring machines (CMMs) for the purpose of XCT calibration by 
comparing various calibration strategies. The authors specifically noted the requirement for the 
measurement of complex internal features in AM and outlined a measurement strategy. The authors 
concluded that the artefact was uniquely useful in the measurement of scale and offset errors, allowing 
scaling and thresholding calibration with a single artefact, and explained the ability of the artefact to 
allow internal and external measurements. Further to these general XCT artefacts, in 2012 Moylan et 
al. [64] of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) presented the initial 
development of an AM general test artefact, noting the lack of standardised AM parts and reviewing 
existing test parts. The authors used existing test parts to form a set of rules to design an artefact for 
standardisation by the ASTM. The authors then specified design intent and presented the part, 
detailing each feature and the measurement strategy using CMM, surface texture measurement, 
ultrasonic testing and XCT. Moylan et al. finally presented preliminary results (successful 
manufacture by several AM techniques) and outlined future work (see figure 6 and section 5.4). It 
should be noted that this artefact was not designed for XCT dimensional metrology, Moylan et al.’s 
suggestion in this case was to examine a small section of the sample using XCT to characterise 
internal defects; the artefact as a whole is not particularly suitable for XCT due to the large differences 
in x-ray penetration length with orientation. 
 
 Figure 6. Left to right: the ‘cactus’ XCT artefact, reproduced from [63] and the NIST AM artefact of 
Moylan et al., reproduced from [64]. 
3. XCT in AM reverse engineering today 
While medicine represents the most common application of XCT and AM reverse engineering [16], 
the technology has spread into other research areas, often for the examination and reproduction of 
cultural artefacts or archaeological remains. As examples of this, Laycock et al. [65] reproduced 19
th
 
century chess pieces through digital modification of incomplete XCT data from broken and 
incomplete artefacts, while Howe et al. [66] used XCT data to reverse engineer historical wind 
instruments with a view to producing working copies of antique models (see figure 7). Laycock et al. 
concluded that reconstruction using XCT with AM was possible; particularly noting that XCT data 
provided previously unknown information about construction methods of the original chess pieces. 
Howe et al. drew similar conclusions, noting that the method used showed promise for the production 
of historical instruments. The authors did, however, cite drawbacks relating to machine cost, as well as 
pore formation and surface finish as barriers to adoption of the technology due to the resulting effects 
on musical tone. 
 
 
Figure 7. Left: XCT data of a saxophone mouthpiece, right: AM reproduced saxophone mouthpieces 
with original wooden mouthpiece (second from left). All the AM mouthpieces were produced by 
scaling of the original scan data and the rightmost mouthpiece was stated to be sufficiently dense as to 
operate successfully. Images reproduced from [66]. 
As an example of archaeological use, Ishida and Kishimoto [67] used XCT to perform dimensional 
measurements of height and width of a radiolarian fossil on the order of 100 m, as well as to inspect 
the form and the arrangement of pores in the fossil skeleton. These data agreed with conventional 
measurements performed by other authors and also revealed a previously unexamined structure in the 
skeleton. The authors binder-jetted a model of this skeleton to provide a detailed observational 
analogue and concluded that XCT and binder-jetting are effective tools for radiolarian studies. 
Similarly, Henson [68] reproduced biological remains from XCT and 3D laser scanner data using 
binder-jetting, where comparison of the reproductions showed that XCT gave higher accuracy models 
compared to 3D scanner data. Henson concluded in this instance that the models produced were not 
sufficiently accurate for extensive skeletal research, but noted that the models allowed for population 
and basic morphological studies, and that they were applicable to outreach and teaching as well as for 
use in exhibitions. Appleby et al. [69] similarly used SLS to replicate the skeleton of Richard III from 
XCT data of remains famously found in a Leicester car park. The resulting model has since been 
exhibited, as well as used to provide new information about the king’s life and his famous spinal 
defect. 
4. XCT in AM pore measurements today 
The use of XCT for the non-destructive measurement of density and porosity, as well as the study of 
pore morphology and distribution, is now a well-established practice which applies particularly well to 
the measurement of AM parts. As one of the primary techniques currently available to evaluate pore 
morphology and distribution non-destructively (the other being ultrasonic NDE), XCT is increasingly 
being used in AM for a variety of applications and recent publications reflect this use [70-89]. A 
number of these publications represent novel uses of XCT in porosity measurement and will be 
described here in more detail. Before discussing these uses, however, it is at this point appropriate to 
highlight studies involving measurements of small features which are examined in essentially the same 
manner as pores. For example, in the paper by Slotwinski et al. [90] and the review by Slotwinski and 
Garboczi [91], the authors discuss using XCT to analyse the morphology of particles used in powder 
bed fusion. Similarly, Chlebus et al. [85] used XCT not only to measure porosity but also to quantify 
the amount of rhenium dissolved in molten titanium, through measurement of remnant rhenium 
particles in final parts. In another example of small feature measurement, Tammas-Williams et al. [83] 
used XCT to examine pores within a powder feedstock, as well as pores present in final parts. 
4.1 Recent novel XCT porosity measurements 
In the paper by Cox et al. [70], the authors produced binder-jetted hydroxyapatite (HA) and 
poly(vinyl)alcohol tissue scaffolds, using XCT to measure the percentage by weight of HA in the 
scaffolds, whilst also quantifying the undesigned porosity of the structure in green and post-sintered 
parts. To note for the purposes of this discussion, designed porosity is generally defined as the 
macroscopic voids between solid features in lattice structures, while undesigned porosity is defined as 
the porosity naturally arising as a by-product of AM processes. Designed porosity is present only in 
lattice structures while undesigned porosity is found commonly in all AM parts. Another example was 
presented in the recent paper by Carlton et al. [80], in which the authors performed tensile tests of 
SLM as-built and annealed 316L stainless steel in-situ during white light synchrotron XCT. This 
experiment showed that the role of the porosity distribution is larger than the role of bulk density in 
affecting fracture mechanisms. Using XCT alongside SEM fractography, Carlton et al. particularly 
showed that in samples with large inhomogeneous void distributions, failure was dominated by 
individual flaws as opposed to bulk density, with cracks consistently initiating at pre-existing voids. 
Carlton et al. particularly noted the capability of SLM in creating parts with a wide range of porosities, 
porosity distributions and morphologies, as well as that final mechanical properties are dependent on 
all of these factors. Figure 8 shows results of the in-situ testing. 
 Figure 8. (a) Volume renderings of voids in a high porosity stainless steel sample prior to mechanical 
testing (left) and immediately before catastrophic failure (right). (b) XCT images at different load and 
displacements during in-situ tensile loading. Images reproduced from [80]. 
Similarly to Carlton et al.’s [80] examination of porosity in relation to mechanical performance, 
Siddique et al. [79] and Leuders et al. [81] respectively used XCT to relate part porosity to stress 
concentration in SLM processed Al-12Si and to fatigue performance in SLM processed Ti-6Al-4V, 
examining as-built and hot isostatically pressed (HIP) samples. Siddique et al. concluded that XCT 
was effective in detection of fatigue-critical pores, while Leuders et al. showed poor accuracy in 
failure prediction which they attributed to the high defect density of SLM parts. Leuders et al. did, 
however, identify methods of optimising prediction accuracy through SEM examination of crack 
surfaces and initiation sites. Leuders et al. also noted a strong correlation between defect location and 
fatigue damage, broadly agreeing with Carlton et al.’s findings. Tammas-Williams et al. [88] 
evaluated the use of XCT in the measurement of the effect of porosity distribution on fatigue 
performance in Ti-6Al-4V EBM samples, noting that while XCT cannot capture small pore data, it is 
capable of capturing fatigue-critical larger pores which other methods (such as SEM metallographic 
sectioning) may miss due to sampling issues. The authors concluded that coarser scans (of resolution 
~25 m/pixel) are sufficient in capturing all fatigue-critical flaws and so XCT represents a viable 
detection method for this purpose, agreeing with the conclusions of Siddique et al. [79]. Attar et al. 
[83] used XCT in the study of compressive failure, this time in scaffolds of varying porosity produced 
from titanium and Ti-TiB by SLM. XCT was used to verify designed porosities and identify additional 
undesigned porosities, as well as to show that cracks resulting from low strut ductility in porous areas 
cause early-stage compressive failure. In their study of SLM processed AlSi10Mg, Maskery et al. [84] 
examined the effect of post-process heat treatments on pore size, position and morphology, noting no 
changes after annealing and precipitation hardening of samples. The authors specifically noted the 
usefulness of XCT in quantitative defect analysis when compared to conventional SEM cross-
sectioning, as the number of micrographs required to provide a pore sample size of equivalent 
statistical quality would be prohibitively large. The authors in this case also identified a requirement 
for development of robust image analysis procedures, in particular thresholding or segmentation, in 
order to ensure reliable pore morphology measurements in the future. 
4.2 Hybrid porosity measurements 
The authors of the studies discussed in section 3 commonly used XCT as part of a larger sphere of 
characterisation methods to relate porosity to other part features. In continuation of this theme, several 
instances where XCT has been used in pore measurement with other techniques are of note; either to 
verify experimental measurement procedures through twin data acquisition, or as a hybrid 
measurement tool. In the paper by Tammas-Williams et al. [88], the authors compared XCT data to 
SEM metallographic cross-section data to further examine pore morphologies and showed that XCT 
data generally agreed with 2D cross-sectional measurements down to a lower pore size limit of ~5 m. 
Maskery et al. [84] stated their agreement with the pore size data presented by Tammas-Williams et 
al., noting very similar pore sizes in their study. Castilho et al. [86] similarly studied the dimensional 
accuracy, porosity and mechanical properties of binder-jetted parts as a function of binder saturation. 
Using the Archimedes method, SEM, XCT and high resolution photo-scanning, the authors measured 
physical properties, while compression tests were performed to examine mechanical properties 
following post-processing of parts. XCT was used with these other techniques to visualise pore 
distribution in part interiors, while the Archimedes method was used to evaluate overall porosity. The 
photo-scanner was used in this case to evaluate dimensional accuracy by measuring the scanned 
images. 
 
XCT was used by Grünberger and Domröse [72] in development of a method for in-situ monitoring of 
DMLS through the measurement of light emissions during the manufacturing process. This monitoring 
aimed to provide an in-situ pass/fail status for parts, defined by tolerancing of the resultant part 
porosity as measured post-process by XCT. Slotwinski et al. [73] developed a method of in-situ 
porosity monitoring by ultrasonic sensing, correlating ultrasonic porosity data to porosity data gained 
using three other methods; mass/volume, the Archimedes method and XCT. The authors in this 
instance noted that porosity values varied significantly between measurement procedures and so 
further destructive testing would be required to ascertain the "true" porosity value. They concluded 
that there was a linear correlation between ultrasonic measurements and porosity despite a lack of 
morphological or distributional homogeneity. This paper is also noteworthy for the detail in which 
XCT porosity measurements are described, as the authors very clearly outlined the method and related 
uncertainty calculations. A third method of in-situ monitoring was proposed by Mireles et al. [78] 
using infra-red thermography, again comparing results to post-process XCT scans. They showed that 
thermography was capable of reliably detecting large pores (<600 m) in-situ. In terms of hybrid 
measurements, Nassar et al. [74] and Siddique et al. [79] both presented defect location and pore size 
data measured using XCT with optical cross-sectional metallography. Nassar et al. compared their 
data to another method of in-situ defect detection, this time using optical emission spectroscopy, while 
Siddique et al. critiqued the two methods. Siddique et al. noted that due to the lack of significant 
difference between the techniques, they favoured the XCT data due to its non-destructive nature, 
despite a discrepancy between data sets and the substantially more expensive acquisition process 
compared to cross-sectional optical microscopy. Kasperovitch and Hausmann [82] similarly analysed 
porosity using XCT and metallographic cross-sectioning, although they used SEM micrographs as 
opposed to the optical microscopy used in the aforementioned papers.  
 
The current state of XCT porosity measurement in AM is very clear from the studies discussed here.  
XCT is now very commonly used for the measurement of pores and similar small features, and XCT 
has been deemed sufficient in the detection of fatigue-critical flaws. The technique has its limitations 
compared to other methods of porosity quantification (such as the Archimedes method), mostly 
pertaining to poor resolution in comparison to the size of the smallest pores. The resolution of XCT 
scans is related to the size of the sample and maximum achievable magnification afforded by the XCT 
apparatus. The result of this is that larger samples provide lower accuracy porosity measurements 
because the shapes and sizes of internal pores are misrepresented. The limitations discussed here will 
likely only be overcome with the advancement of XCT technology. These conclusions will be 
discussed in more detail in section 6.1. 
5. XCT in dimensional metrology of AM parts today 
In addition to porosity measurements, XCT is now commonly used in general dimensional metrology 
as a substitute for other co-ordinate measurement techniques, in cases where traditional methods of 
measurement (such as CMM) are impractical. This is most notably the case with AM parts due to the 
aforementioned complex geometries that are now commonly present. Further to older studies 
discussed earlier in this review, the past year has seen many publications exploring the use of XCT for 
direct measurements of part features and a number of these will be discussed in the following section 
[5, 86, 92-111].  
5.1 Validation against CAD models 
One of the common foci of current work involving metrological XCT is as a method of accuracy 
assessment through validation against CAD models, and consideration of related measurement 
uncertainties and tolerancing is becoming an increasingly significant feature of these studies. Cooper 
et al. [106], for example, investigated the potential benefits of AM in improvement of fuel efficiency 
through lightweighting of engine valves, using XCT to reverse engineer FEA simulations in order to 
redesign the valves. Following production of the re-engineered part, the authors used XCT to validate 
the part against the CAD model and to detect defects. The part geometry was in good agreement with 
the CAD model under a tolerance of ±0.15 mm, with no significant defects detected. The authors 
noted difficulties in edge detection using XCT during this process and detailed steps were taken to 
overcome the problem by manually segmenting internal geometries. Cooper et al. concluded that XCT 
was used successfully as a reverse engineering tool for CAD generation and that production of a 
functional, lightweight part was possible using AM. Villarraga et al. [104] similarly used XCT to 
compare parts made by FDM and SLA, as well as to assess their inkjetted nanopositioning flexure 
stage for air voids and morphological accuracy. The authors performed morphological deviation and 
defect analyses in comparison to nominal CAD designs. In the paper that followed, Lee and Tarbutton 
[105] described the final results of their work and concluded through testing of the flexure stage that 
their method was capable of producing a cost-effective alternative to other similar stages, achieving 25 
nm positional precision over a 500 m range. 
5.2 Medical measurements  
Aside from the use of XCT in medical reverse engineering, medically focussed studies have also 
increasingly used XCT as a metrological tool. Wüst et al. [92], for example, used XCT to examine the 
geometry of bioprinted channels through comparison of cross-sectional area measurements to 
theoretical values. In another application, Huang et al. [96] used XCT to plan appropriate plate and 
screw trajectories for complex bone surgery, and then used an AM surgical guide to achieve these 
trajectories. The authors performed post-operative XCT to assess screw placement deviations with 
respect to the entry point, screw length and screw direction. Li et al. [97] used XCT to measure 
integrated bone volume at four and twelve weeks following implantation of tissue scaffolds in rabbit 
femurs, while Mroz et al. [98] evaluated post-operative integrated bone volume using XCT. These 
authors all particularly show development in the use of metrology in medicine due to their 
consideration of measurement uncertainties; representing good practice not commonly observed 
previously in medical studies. This consideration implies that the medical field is beginning to adopt a 
more rigorous approach to implant production, in appreciation of modern manufacturing technology. 
5.3 Measurements of lattice structures 
Lattice structures that were impossible prior to the inception of AM due to tool access constraints have 
been identified as a useful output of AM, as when compared to fully dense parts, components utilising 
lattices in the place of bulk material have been shown to retain strength whilst reducing total mass. 
The use of lattices in tissue engineering represents an interesting field of research, but these structures 
are also of interest to engineers for a wide array of applications; from support structures, to heat 
dissipation and energy absorption [112]. As such, the past year has seen a series of studies into lattice 
materials and the recent review on microlattices by Xiong et al. [103] discusses the use of XCT in 
measurement of AM lattices at length. Van Grunsven et al. [95], Sercombe et al. [108] and Abele et al. 
[110] all produced metallic lattice structures via a variety of additive processing methods, and used 
XCT to compare built parts to CAD models. The latter paper by Abele et al. is of particular 
significance in that the authors critically analysed the comparison, noting that their findings were 
based on a specific geometry and material, and that further research is required to generalise findings. 
Sercombe et al. used XCT in their study to examine the deformation and failure of scaffolds through 
generation of FEA mesh models, which were then shown to agree with experimental data. This study 
indicates the capability of XCT for the purpose of FEA model generation; agreeing with the 
conclusions made in 2005 by Williams et al. [113]. 
5.4 AM and XCT artefact development 
Further to the work discussed earlier in this review, development has occurred over the past year in the 
creation of test artefacts for both XCT and AM. Most notably, the AM general test artefact as 
proposed by Moylan et al. of NIST [64] (discussed in section 2.4) has been further developed towards 
standardisation. Moylan et al. [94] recently proposed the final version of the NIST test artefact for the 
evaluation of AM machines, comparing and contrasting previously proposed artefacts and 
summarising the features of each artefact. These features were then funnelled into specific design 
criteria for the standardised artefact. Based on this specification, the authors proposed the final artefact 
for measurement primarily by CMM and surface texture instruments, but also utilising ultrasonic NDE 
and XCT for examination of internal defects. Primary studies of the artefact were based on DMLS, 
binder jetting and material jetting builds, and demonstrated how metrology can be used to characterise 
and improve specific AM systems. The artefact was also successfully manufactured using SLM, SLA, 
EBM and SLS, and currently represents the de facto AM test artefact, pending appraisal at the time of 
writing by the ASTM F42 subcommittee on Test Methods and the ISO Technical Committee 261 on 
Additive Manufacturing. As a parallel, Möhring et al. [102] recently presented a general test artefact 
for analysis of various manufacturing processes, simulation methods, machining techniques and 
metrology strategies (see figure 9). The authors presented results of a round robin test of the artefact as 
manufactured by several parties using micro-milling (various manufacturers and machines) and AM 
(various FDM and SLM machines). A measurement strategy was defined and artefacts were measured 
using two XCT systems to compare with nominal CAD data, investigating global and individual 
feature alignment in order to analyse machine performance. Möhring et al. stated that the proposed test 
artefact intentionally included features that were challenging to produce and that additive processes 
were limited by the achieved process resolution. The authors concluded that through simulation, 
machine analysis and appropriate measurement, the separation and identification of the influencing 
factors on deviation from the nominal was possible, further stating that XCT was sufficient in part 
evaluation. 
 Teeter et al. [109] recently produced a test artefact specifically dedicated to dimensional verification in 
AM for biomedical applications. The authors designed the artefact in reference to the biomedical focus 
to contain holes, cylinders, gaps and lattices; studying how positioning on the build plate affected 
manufacture. Results showed that in this study location on the build plate had no effect on dimensional 
accuracy. The minimum feature size for this material and process (SLM of stainless steel) was found 
to be of 0.3 mm as features designed under this size were overbuilt to at least 0.3 mm, while the 
average deviation between as-built parts and the nominal was shown to be uniformly less than 0.1 mm. 
The authors concluded that the test artefact was effective for system and material verification, as well 
as for determination of build plate positional effects and minimum feature size. Measurements were 
made generally using a measurement microscope, while lattice components were measured using 
XCT. 
 
 
Figure 9. CAD model and top view of the Möhring et al. general test part with numbered features; 
reproduced from [102]. Each feature has defined purposes, generally designed to be difficult to 
manufacture and requiring an array of machining methods. 
5.5 Hybrid dimensional measurements  
As discussed in section 4.2 in regards to porosity measurements, XCT is now often used in 
collaboration with other measurement techniques to characterise parts, and this trend is similarly 
present in general dimensional measurements as well as porosity measurements. In illustration of this 
trend, Narra et al. [99] recently presented a method validating the mechanical behaviour of 
biodegradable SLA scaffolds using XCT with in-situ deformation, in which XCT measurements were 
made before and after compression loading using a mechanical compression device. The authors 
concluded in this case that the method was appropriate for validation of printed scaffolds and claimed 
that the related deformation fields could be used to corroborate simulated designs with as-built parts. 
5.6 Relevant review work 
Finally of note in this section, a number of reviews have been published in the past year regarding 
XCT and AM, and the findings of these reviews are worthy of discussion. In De Chiffre et al. [5], the 
authors examined all aspects of XCT in an industrial setting, highlighting that XCT is the only method 
currently able to perform non-destructive measurements of inner features as well as non-destructive 
porosity verification. De Chiffre et al. also discussed in detail the application of XCT to individual 
industries, including AM, as well as challenges and barriers to the technology, noting the following as 
primary concerns: measurement accuracy, large and high density parts, signal-to-noise ratio, 
reconstruction algorithms, task-specific measurement setups, multi-material measurements, setup time, 
measurement uncertainty, in-line measurements and high costs. Todorov et al. [93] studied NDE 
methods of complex AM alloy components, discussing defect formation and mitigation, and 
qualitatively defining design complexity into five groups. Group one, for example, contained simple 
parts that could be inspected using conventional methods, whereas groups four and five comprised 
components producible exclusively by AM and requiring new NDE inspection techniques. The 
authors conducted a literature review into various NDE techniques and concluded that XCT is the 
most promising method for evaluation of complex geometries. The Manufacturing Technology Centre 
(MTC, UK) also recently produced two relevant reports reviewing the use of XCT for NDE and the 
use of simulation in enhancing inspection [100, 101]. In the first of these reports [100], Turner 
discussed the now common use of XCT in NDE, material characterisation, dimensional measurement 
and digitisation; through the acquisition of volumetric scan data from measured objects. Turner 
particularly observed how XCT is useful in NDE of AM components, due to the ability to extract 
internal surface data. The author further reviewed the state-of-the-art in XCT NDE and discussed 
several topics regarding his findings. The first of these points was in regards to the hardware trade-off 
during scans, discussing advantages and disadvantages of various systems. The second section 
addressed methods of compensation for the limitations of XCT, including: image artefacts and 
contrast, workpiece dimensions and penetration, and cycle time. Turner also highlighted the industrial 
applications of XCT, as well as the potential for future automation of the technology and the barriers 
to wider technological adoption. Turner noted the following as barriers to increased adoption: limited 
standardisation, large data volumes, system cost, a lack of understanding of system capability and 
personnel certification. Turner highlighted the use of XCT in AM and compared XCT to other NDE 
techniques (x-ray imaging, ultrasonic and acoustic resonance testing), concluding that XCT represents 
an attractive solution for NDE; particularly citing the lack of AM and XCT specification standards as 
the primary technological barrier. In the latter MTC report [101], Brierley and Akhtar summarised the 
latest developments in radiography for high speed inspection of AM parts. The authors examined the 
various commercial machines and software available; noting that there is a wealth of technologies but 
that high speed XCT is not possible without constraints on part size and density. Everton et al. [114] 
recently reviewed the current state of in-situ metrology and process monitoring for AM, in order to 
address the lack of quality assurance in AM parts. The authors noted the development of many 
approaches to in-situ measurements, finding that XCT has not yet been used in-situ, despite having the 
potential for in-situ AM process inspection. The authors attributed the reason for XCT not having yet 
been investigated for in-situ inspection to the difficulty that would be experienced integrating the 
technology into AM systems, in comparison to simpler camera or thermal based monitoring 
techniques. The authors concluded that camera and thermal based systems likely represent the future 
of in-situ process monitoring and control, but noted that more complex methods utilising NDE 
techniques capable of sub-surface inspection (such as XCT) may also be integrated in the future. 
6. Conclusions and future research 
The above discussion of current studies represents the state-of-the-art industrial use of XCT in AM. It 
is clear from the available literature that research utilising XCT and AM falls into two primary areas, 
although the number of unique applications is substantially in excess of this. These primary areas have 
been discussed in detail and it is possible to draw specific conclusions regarding each of the 
applications within each research area. It is of note that the majority of the literature examined in this 
review is in relation to AM of metal parts. While the discussion presented in this review reflects the 
available literature (which mainly focuses on metal AM), the conclusions made here should be 
assumed to be in reference primarily to metal parts unless otherwise stated. It may in some cases be 
possible to extrapolate the conclusions made here to cover polymer AM, but all conclusions are made 
in reference to the evaluated literature. 
6.1 XCT for AM pore measurements  
Through review of the aforementioned studies of porosity, it is clear that XCT is a well-suited tool in 
examination of designed and undesigned pores. As discussed, XCT porosity measurements of most 
metallic samples are not as accurate as measurements made by the Archimedes method, but represent 
the most reliable non-destructive method of evaluating pore distribution within parts. It should 
however be noted that unlike XCT where a small sample is preferable to increase the achievable 
magnification, Archimedes measurements suffer from increased errors associated with the surface 
effects (bubbles attached to sample surfaces) for small samples with high surface area. Uncertainties in 
measurements made by the Archimedes method are also dependent on the density contrast between the 
sample material and the measurement fluid [34], which is low for polymer parts. Coupled with the 
problems discussed previously in measuring density of polymer parts using the Archimedes method, 
XCT can, for some parts, potentially produce better results than using the Archimedes method [33, 
37]. XCT measurements can often be more accurate when compared to 2D, single layer, porosity 
measurements (via cross-sectioning) due to the nature of random sampling and relatively low numbers 
of pores. XCT is now commonly used alongside other measurements to correlate porosity and pore 
distribution with mechanical properties, and such studies have shown that pores routinely act as failure 
initiation sites. The main criticism of XCT porosity measurements is inaccuracy compared to 
Archimedes porosity measurements, which include information from pores of all sizes, while XCT is 
incapable of measuring pores smaller than the minimum voxel size. The solution to this problem is 
improvement of XCT resolution, which is a common focus area in XCT research. 
 
The other main stream of future research will likely be the continued correlation of pore information 
with other information (e.g. mechanical) about parts, as discussed in section 4.2. As XCT scans are 
relatively expensive in comparison to other measurement techniques, it follows that if other 
measurements can provide approximate information regarding the internal geometry of parts, then the 
cost of verification can conceivably be reduced through the use of cheaper measurement techniques. 
By this, it may be possible to correlate the surface texture of an AM part with the part’s near-surface 
porosity (a common feature in parts produced by powder bed fusion, relating to the interaction 
between border and hatch scans [51]). It is therefore conceivable that a relatively cheap measurement 
(for example, using a contact stylus instrument) could potentially provide information about near-
surface porosity. 
6.2 XCT for AM in dimensional metrology 
XCT is now clearly becoming a vital tool in the repertoire of many metrologists, and the large number 
of studies using XCT in the context of dimensional measurement reflects this. The use of XCT in 
direct comparison to CAD data allows for the rigorous tolerancing of freeform surfaces that were 
previously very difficult to measure by CMM due to the difficulties faced in gaining a large number of 
points using a touch probe. XCT is also the sole industrially-viable method of gaining data relating to 
internal features of parts without destroying the part, as demonstrated throughout this review. As 
stated XCT, therefore, works very well with AM; particularly in the measurement of lattice structures. 
As concluded in similar reviews regarding industrial metrology [3-5], future improvements of these 
measurements will focus on calibration and verification of XCT systems in regards to industrial 
metrology. Specific to the use of XCT in AM, there remains the potential for production of 
standardised artefacts, and those reviewed here represent likely candidates for standardisation. The 
artefact presented by NIST in particular represents the capabilities of AM production and allows 
measurements using XCT systems, although it rests with the relevant committees as to whether further 
development is required. As stated previously, however, the XCT measurements discussed by Moylan 
et al. regarding this artefact were implied to be for defect characterisation of small portions of the 
artefact, as opposed to for dimensional metrology, as the artefact is not optimised for XCT 
measurement due to the large variation in penetration lengths with part orientation. This penetration 
length variation represents a difficult scenario for XCT dimensional metrology, as the high aspect ratio 
of the artefact causes difficulties in image acquisition relating to the achievable resolution and image 
contrast. Imaging difficulties are present in XCT measurements of high aspect ratio objects because 
high energy x-rays are required for full penetration of the object’s long side, while low energy x-rays 
are required to avoid scatter and overexposure of the object’s short side [4]. This artefact can therefore 
be considered non-ideal in terms of artefact design for XCT. It may also become apparent that an AM 
artefact more specific to XCT measurements should be developed, as the existing AM designs 
presented earlier do not necessarily represent objects that are easily measurable using XCT systems. 
Similarly, the artefacts currently used in XCT calibration and verification are not necessarily 
producible by additive methods, due to the resolution and material limits presented by many AM 
processes. For example, AM processes are not able to produce many features commonly found in 
reference artefacts, such as high precision spheres. As XCT will likely become the most common tool 
for AM product verification, the development of an AM specific XCT artefact may be required. As the 
precision of AM improves, it will facilitate the production of a new class of metrological artefacts to 
be used throughout the manufacturing sector. 
 
An interesting area of XCT measurement that has not been widely covered is the use of XCT for the 
measurement of surfaces. Although resolution is generally poor compared to other surface 
measurement techniques, XCT scans are, as stated, the only method of measurement of internal 
surfaces. As shown, a number of studies have successfully extracted primary profiles from XCT data, 
so it follows that it should be possible to build up 3D surface maps of AM parts using similar 
techniques. The authors of this review therefore conclude that XCT represents an interesting potential 
method for the examination of internal AM surfaces. In terms of the potential limitations regarding 
XCT as an internal surface texture measurement method, the primary drawback of XCT in that the 
scan resolution strongly depends on the maximum achievable magnification, and therefore the overall 
part dimensions. Internal texture will naturally therefore be harder to measure for larger parts than 
smaller parts. A substantial limitation also exists regarding the exact determination of surfaces from 
XCT data. It has been shown previously that, primarily due to the beam hardening artefact, the offsets 
of internal edges differ from those of external edges [115]. As surfaces are often determined in 
reference to external surfaces, this may prove a substantial problem when examining internal surfaces. 
6.3 Summary of conclusions 
The combined use of XCT and AM has become increasingly important in various fields of 
engineering. The use of both technologies is becoming more established in advanced manufacturing 
and metrology, respectively, and a great deal of research has been put into increasing the use of both 
technologies for a range of applications within these fields. This research should continue, as adoption 
is not yet widespread. The following are primary barriers to the increased adoption: 
 In measurement of AM part porosity: two primary requirements, regarding increased 
resolution for the detection of small pores to allow for higher accuracy and precision in pore 
measurement, and correlating porosity and pore distribution measurements to more cost 
effective measurement techniques to potentially reduce verification costs. 
 In dimensional metrology of AM parts: a continuation of work regarding XCT system 
calibration and verification to increase technology adoption, as well as the production of new 
research regarding XCT measurement of surface texture. 
The fields of XCT and AM have both come a long way since the first combined use of XCT and AM 
in the reproduction of a model skull by Mankovich et al. [15] in 1990, and XCT has progressed far 
beyond its roots as a reverse engineering tool since this time. The now common use of metrological 
XCT in engineering increasingly works in symbiosis with AM to recreate, as well as to verify, parts in 
a wide range of fields, and through continued research will aid in the acceptance of AM as an 
industrially viable manufacturing method. 
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